The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method is commonly used for inverting models used to describe geothermal, groundwater, or oil and gas reservoirs. In previous studies LM parameter updates have been made tractable for highly parameterized inverse problems with large data sets by applying matrix factorization methods or iterative linear solvers to approximately solve the update equations.
Introduction
Inversion of a reservoir model is often performed by solving the following generalized least-squares problem: given N d observations d obs , minimize a regularized least-squares objective function, depending on the N m model parameters m, which can be written as
Here
is the observation mismatch term, where d(m) are simulated observations and Γ d is the covariance matrix of the measurement noise. The last term in Eq.
(1) is a regularizing or penalty function multiplied by a positive regularization weight µ. Here we make the common assumption that the model penalty term can be written as
where m pr is the prior or initial guess for the model parameters and R is a positive definite matrix, which imposes the correlation structure and preferred parameter conditions for the Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] proposed basing LM model updates on an approximate truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) of a dimensionless sensitivity matrix S D found using Lanczos iteration. Their approach reduces computational cost for large N d and N m by avoiding forming the large matrix S. Instead their method uses adjoint and direct simulations to evaluate S and S T times vectors. However, since the Lanczos approach is iterative it requires running multiple adjoint and direct simulations in series. The Lanczos approach can therefore still result in significant computational time, especially when the rank of the TSVD approximation needs to be increased to improve matches to observations. The present study addresses the above drawback of the TSVD-LM method proposed by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] by developing a new modified version of their approach which uses randomized low-rank approximation methods to evaluate the TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix. The randomized TSVD-LM approach enables simultaneous solution of the adjoint and direct simulations required at every TSVD-LM inversion iteration, which reduces computational time. The two contrasting approaches are schematically represented in Fig. 1 .
The Lanczos and randomized approaches are compared and contrasted in the following sections with the aim of improving the TSVD-LM approach. Section 2 discusses previous methods applied to speed up LM based reservoir inversions and provides a literature review motivating the use of the randomized methodology. Section 3 outlines the main aspects of the TSVD-LM method used in this study. The following section 4 gives details for the Lanczos approach and the suggested alternative randomized TSVD methods. The methods were tested by inverting a synthetic geothermal natural state and production history model. The computational experiments are outlined in section 5 and the inversion test results are given in section 6. The results show that replacing the standard Lanczos approach with randomized methods can reduce the time spent on inversions by an order of magnitude. A summary and conclusions are given in section 7. 
Background

Levenberg-Marquardt Method
In the iterative LM approach to minimizing (1), model updates δm are found by solving a linear matrix equation given by
Here D is a positive definite matrix and γ > 0 is the adjustable LM damping parameter. Defining the observation residual vector as
then the sensitivity matrix S is given by 
Reducing Cost of Levenberg-Marquardt Updates
The cost of solving the linear LM update equations (4) can be reduced, for example, in PEST by applying an SVD or LSQR solver. However, PEST still requires the explicit generation of the sensitivity matrix. To reduce the computational burden further, PEST provides an option called SVD-assist [Doherty, 2016] which re-parameterizes the inverse problem based on the right-singular vectors of a weighted sensitivity matrix. The SVD-assist strategy uses truncation to reduce the number of parameters, which can make inversion more manageable. This was the approach adopted by Austria and O'Sullivan [2015] and Colina and O'Sullivan [2013] for improving geothermal models, with sensitivity values evaluated using finite differencing. A drawback of the SVD-assist approach, as currently implemented in PEST, is that it requires forming the sensitivity matrix for the full parameterization at least once.
Since evaluating the sensitivity matrix is often too expensive, the quasi-Newton limited memory BFGS method which only requires the gradient of the objective function for every model update has been preferred for modeling petroleum reservoirs . The gradient can be found efficiently using adjoint codes at a cost not exceeding that of one model simulation, independent of the number of parameters. Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] demonstrated that the LM approach can be made computationally more efficient than the limited memory BFGS method by basing model updates on the principal right-singular vectors of a dimensionless sensitivity matrix. Their method avoids explicitly forming the sensitivity matrix by applying the Golub-Kahan-Lanczos bidiagonalization method [Golub and Van Loan, 2013; Vogel and Wade, 1994 ] to find a TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix. Each iteration of the Lanczos method only requires the evaluation of the products of S times a vector and S T times a vector. The former can be evaluated efficiently using the direct method [Oliver et al., 2008; Rodrigues, 2006] while the latter can be found at a similar cost using the adjoint method [Oliver et al., 2008; Rodrigues, 2006] . Moreover, the TSVD method gave better parameters with a lower model mismatch (Eq. (3)) than the BFGS method [Tavakoli and Reynolds, 2010] .
Expanding on their work further, Tavakoli and Reynolds [2011] applied their TSVD method to finding ensembles of models conditioned on data using the randomized maximum likelihood method (RML) [Kitanidis, 1995; Oliver, 1996; Oliver et al., 1996] . The RML method was developed as a relatively inexpensive (compared to Markov chain Monte Carlo) approximate posterior sampler for reservoir modeling. Though RML has only been proven to sample correctly for linear problems [Oliver, 1996; Oliver et al., 2008] , results from numerical experiments indicate that the method is applicable to nonlinear forward problems [Emerick and Reynolds, 2013; Liu and Oliver, 2003; Shirangi, 2014; Shirangi and Emerick, 2016; Tavakoli and Reynolds, 2011; Zafari and Reynolds, 2007] .
RML requires solving a costly inverse problem for every ensemble member. However, Tavakoli and Reynolds [2011] showed that using the TSVD approach for RML sampling can reduce the computational cost of approximating the posterior. Their method called SVDEnRML achieved this by evaluating at every LM iteration a TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix for only a base set of model parameters and using this base TSVD to propose candidate parameter updates for all ensemble members. Reynolds [2010, 2011] applied the TSVD-LM method to inferring permeability distributions of two-dimensional synthetic petroleum reservoirs using production data. Shirangi [2014] later on used the method for history matching permeability and porosity values in three-dimensional synthetic petroleum reservoir models. Shirangi [2014] enhanced the SVD-EnRML algorithm by introducing an ensemble-based regularization method which can be applied in cases where an ensemble of models can be drawn from the prior though a prior parameter covariance is too large to be generated and stored. Shirangi and Emerick [2016] made further improvements to the SVD-EnRML method as well as looking into the difference between using LM parameter updates and those obtained with the GaussNewton (GN) method.
Iterative Krylov linear solvers such as CG or LSQR can also be applied to solve the linear LM update equations. Like the TSVD approach of Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] these methods only require the sensitivity matrix times a vector and the sensitivity matrix transposed times a vector at every Krylov iteration. Since approximate solutions will often suffice, the Krylov linear solvers can be terminated early when a maximum number of iterations has been reached or the approximate solution satisfies a predefined tolerance. The CG and LSQR methods may therefore enable inversion of a single reservoir model with an efficiency similar to the TSVD-LM method of Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] .
However, the LM updates depend on the LM damping parameter γ. As a result when a candidate update fails and the damping parameter is updated then straightforward implementations using CG or LSQR require a repeated solution of the LM update equations accompanied by additional adjoint and direct solves. The TSVD-LM method proposed by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] does not have this drawback since the TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix can be re-used, independent of the LM damping factor. Considering all the above points, straightforward CG or LSQR implementations might be expected to result in more adjoint/direct solves and slower implementations than the TSVD-LM method. However, this is likely to be problem specific as CG or LSQR solvers will be especially effective when the LM update equations are well-conditioned or can be made so using a good choice of preconditioner. Lin et al. [2016] recently developed a LM method which uses the LSQR method in a more sophisticated way. Their method finds a Krylov subspace using Golub-Kahan-Lanczos bidiagonalization, independent of the LM damping parameter. The subspace is then used to solve for model updates using the LSQR method. Though Lin et al. [2016] implemented their method for problems where the full sensitivity matrix can be found without too much expense, their Levenberg variant, with the LM damping matrix D chosen as the identity matrix, only requires S and S T times vectors during the bidiagonalization procedure. By evaluating S and S T times vectors using adjoint and direct methods, the LSQR-LM approach of Lin et al. [2016] may therefore have similar characteristics and efficiency as the TSVD-LM method of Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] .
However, a drawback of the Golub-Kahan-Lanczos bidiagonalization method applied by Lin et al. [2016] ; Shirangi [2014] ; Shirangi and Emerick [2016] ; Reynolds [2010, 2011] is that it is inherently serial. For a rank-p SVD approximation the method requires p or more iterations, each requiring an adjoint run followed by a direct solve. The method could be made much more efficient if the sensitivity matrix to vector products could all be evaluated simultaneously in parallel.
Randomzied matrix approximation methods are considered here because they allow simultaneous evaluation of all sensitivity matrix to vector products.
Randomized Alternatives
Randomized methods [Erichson et al., 2016; Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016; Rokhlin et al., 2009; Woolfe et al., 2008] have been studied extensively in recent years as a means of low-rank SVD matrix approximation. Various randomized SVD algorithms have been developed that promise to alleviate the lack of parallelizability of classical SVD methods, while returning a similar level of accuracy as the standard Lanczos method [Halko et al., 2011b] .
Instead of dealing with matrix-vector products randomized SVD methods use a small number of matrix-matrix products which means that the methods lend themselves more readily to parallel and high performance computing [Erichson et al., 2016; Gu, 2015; Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016; Voronin and Martinsson, 2015] . Randomized methods allow for faster SVD approximations by reducing the number of times information contained in the matrix of interest is accessed. It may suffice to access or view the matrix of interest twice [Halko et al., 2011b] or just once [Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016; Tropp et al., 2016; Woolfe et al., 2008] , which is especially advantageous for matrices too big to fit into core memory. Randomized SVD methods have therefore been applied to principal component analysis (PCA) of large data sets [Halko et al., 2011a] .
In the modeling context, randomized SVD methods have been applied to PCA of covariance matrices [Dehdari and Deutsch, 2012; Lee and Kitanidis, 2014; Saibaba and Kitanidis, 2015] , inversion [Lee and Kitanidis, 2014; Xiang and Zou, 2013; Lee et al., 2016] and uncertainty quantification [Bui-Thanh et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2016 Cui et al., , 2014 Isaac et al., 2015] . Bui-Thanh et al. [2012] and Isaac et al. [2015] used a matrix-free Newton-CG method to invert a global seismic model and an Antarctic ice sheet model, respectively. Both studies used randomized methods for low-rank approximation of posterior Hessian matrices for over a million parameters. Bui-Thanh et al. [2012] and Isaac et al. [2015] used adjoint and direct methods to evaluate the action of the Hessian on matrices, required for the randomized approximation. Lee and Kitanidis [2014] ; Lee et al. [2016] and Saibaba and Kitanidis [2015] used the quasi-linear geostatiscal approach (GA) [Kitanidis, 1995] to invert hydrological models. Lee and Kitanidis [2014] applied randomized PCA on the prior covariance matrix to reduce the computational cost of inversion. Saibaba and Kitanidis [2015] , however, used a randomized approach to approximate the posterior covariance matrix. Lee et al. [2016] pointed out that GA can be improved further by using randomized low-rank matrix approximations to precondition the linear GA update equations. Lin et al. [2017] demonstrated, similarly, that the scalability of GA can be substantially improved by using randomized sketching to reduce the effective size of the observation space. Xiang and Zou [2013] presented a method for solving Tikhonov regularized inverse problems by finding a TSVD of the sensitivity matrix using randomized methods and solving the GN update equations using a pseudoinverse. They demonstrated the method on linear forward problems though the approach may be extended to nonlinear forward problems.
Stochastic gradient methods have been developed for history-matching of reservoir models when adjoint code is not available [Fonseca et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2007; Li and Reynolds, 2011] . These randomized gradient methods inherit the drawback of steepest descent methods, i.e., a relatively slow convergence rate compared with LM and other Newtonlike methods, with the added drawback of using approximate gradients.
Summary of Approach Developed Here
The present study looks at applying randomized SVD methods presented in Halko et al. [2011b] and Tropp et al. [2016] along with adjoint and direct code to speed up the TSVD-LM scheme discussed in Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] .
Using a randomized method to form a TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix requires the same type and similar number of sensitivity matrix to vector products (adjoint and direct problems) as the Lanczos method. However, computational savings are possible since the sensitivity products (adjoint and direct problems) can be made independent of each other and evaluated simultaneously.
As previously used by Isaac et al. [2015] and Bui-Thanh et al. [2012] , we use adjoint and direct methods for efficient evaluation of the action of the sensitivity matrix (or its transpose) on matrices. Previous work by Lee and Kitanidis [2014] ; Lin et al. [2017] ; Saibaba and Kitanidis [2015] ; Bui-Thanh et al. [2012] ; Isaac et al. [2015] used randomized sketching either when initializing inversions or after running inversions. This is unlike the present study which applies new randomized sketching at every inversion (LM) iteration. The randomized preconditioner proposed by Lee et al. [2016] , to improve the scalability of GA, may likewise be formed at every inversion iteration. However, Lee et al. [2016] used finite-differencing to evaluate the sensitivity matrix products needed by their method.
Unlike previous studies, the present one applies randomized TSVD methods, adjoint code and direct code at every TSVD-LM iteration to speed up inversion. Furthermore, this is the first study on inversion of reservoir models to apply a randomized method recently developed by Tropp et al. [2016] . As detailed in section 4.2.2, the method of Tropp et al. [2016] enables solving all the adjoint problems in parallel and concurrently with solving the direct problems. Section 4.2.4 presents new randomized TSVD variants based on subspace ideas proposed by Vogel and Wade [1993] .
Truncated Levenberg-Marquardt
Model Updates
As mentioned above, forming (4) and solving it directly may be computationally prohibitive. Following the work of Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] , transformed model parameters are found according tom
Here L = (R −1 ) 1/2 is the square root matrix of R −1 . Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] chose R −1 as a prior covariance Γ m and suggested using a Cholesky decomposition such that R −1 = LL T where L is a lower triangular matrix. However, for a large number of parameters creating and storing a Cholesky matrix L will be computationally expensive. Alternatively, if the eigenvalues of R −1 decay rapidly enough, the matrix L can be approximated using a truncated eigendecomposition of R −1 . The truncated eigendecomposition or principal components can be found efficiently using randomized methods [Dehdari and Deutsch, 2012; Halko et al., 2011a,b; Lee and Kitanidis, 2014; Martinsson, 2016; Saibaba and Kitanidis, 2015] when R −1 times a thin matrix can be evaluated efficiently. When forming a prior covariance is too expensive then regularization can also be based on a low-rank matrix (R −1 ) 1/2 generated by an ensemble of models sampled from the prior [Shirangi, 2014] . The Cholesky approach was used in the present study because the size of the inverse problem tested in section 6 is small enough so that the Cholesky approach is feasible.
Here we will use the common assumption that the observation covariance is diagonal so it can be written as
d is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal element equal to the square root of the corresponding element of Γ d . Then using the transformed parameters (7) the objective function can be written as [Shirangi, 2011] 
For the transformed parameters the LM update equations are
Choosing the LM damping matrixD as the identity and introducing the dimensionless sensitivity matrix
SL [Tavakoli and Reynolds, 2010; then Eq. (9) can be written as S
The SVD factorization of S D is
where
is the ith singular value while u i and v i are its corresponding left-and right-singular vectors, respectively.
Truncating the SVD and retaining the singular triplets (λ i , u i , v i ) for the p largest singular values we can make the following rank-p approximation of S D
Using the TSVD (12), Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] showed that an approximate solution to (10) can be found by basing model updates on the principle right-singular vectors. Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] looked at the case with the regularization weight µ = 1. For the more general case with a variable regularization weight their update equations can be written as
The model update in the original parameter space is δm = Lδm.
Various strategies are available for determining µ [Aster et al., 2005; Haber, 1997; Vogel, 2002] . The regularization weight µ can, for instance, be gradually decreased for a sequence of separate inverse problems [Haber, 1997; . Alternatively, to reduce computational cost, a single inversion can be run with the weight varied at every iteration using a local linear approximation of the objective function [Doherty, 2003 [Doherty, , 2016 Haber, 1997; . Though adaptive adjustment of the regularization weight is a helpful option we do not consider it further here and use a fixed µ. The LM damping factor γ and the number of retained singular triplets are instead used as the primary means of regulating model updates at each LM iteration, (see following section).
To regularize the inverse problem further we also prescribe upper and lower bounds for the model parameters. This is especially helpful for geothermal problems since extreme parameter values commonly result in slow model runs and may result in run failure.
If the singular triplets are exact then (12) is the optimal rank-p approximation of S D in terms of the spectral and Frobenius norms [Golub and Van Loan, 2013] . However, for large problems the computational cost of finding precise singular triplets is typically not worth the effort. Section 4 discusses methods for low-cost approximation of the singular triplets of S D .
The Levenberg-Marquardt Damping Factor
The LM damping factor γ controls whether the model updates are closer to steepest descent (γ → ∞) or a GN update (γ → 0). It is usual to start off with a large value for γ at early iterations for more globally robust steepest-descent-like updates and to gradually reduce γ as the LM method proceeds to enjoy the faster asymptotic convergence rate of the GN method.
The choice of γ not only controls the inversion procedure, but also regularizes each model update. Applying GN updates, or using small values of γ, can introduce unwanted inversion artifacts since it admits large contributions from the singular vectors associated with small singular values, which introduce high frequency components to the model parameter updates. Gavalas et al. [1976] observed for history matching of a one-dimensional flow model that using a larger LM damping factor resulted in spatially smoother porosity and permeability values. Abacioglu et al. [2001] found that history matching two-and three-dimensional reservoir models using the GN method (γ = 0) or a LM approach where γ is small early on could result in model roughness which was difficult to remove. Furthermore, they found that LM updates with small γ can result in convergence to a large final objective function value [Abacioglu et al., 2001] . To combat these issues they recommended initializing with a large γ; they also tried using an adjustable regularization weight µ with the aim of keeping the contribution of the model mismatch term similar to the observation mismatch.
Similarly, found when applying a limited memory BFGS method to history matching that adaptively re-weighting the observation mismatch term can prevent bad observation matches because of model over adjustment at early iterations. Find model update δm using Eq. (13).
7:
m temp = m + Lδm.
8:
Truncate m temp to be within the parameter bounds.
9: γ = max(10γ, 100). Li et al. [2003] compared the GN method against the LM method for history matching a two-dimensional reservoir. Their results showed that the GN method resulted in a poorer match and a rougher permeability distribution than the LM approach, despite the GN method using twice as many iterations.
Reducing the number of right-singular vectors used for the model updates in (13), by truncating away the singular vectors associated with small singular values, can also help to regularize the inverse problem. Applying a TSVD-GN method may therefore avoid some of the pitfalls of full GN updates. With this in mind, Shirangi and Emerick [2016] compared LM and GN variants of their SVD-EnRML approach for finding reservoir models conditioned on production history data. Though the GN variant of SVD-EnRML can be improved by appropriate truncation, Shirangi and Emerick [2016] concluded that the inclusion of γ makes the LM approach more robust to the number of singular triplets that are used. This makes TSVD-LM preferable to TSVD-GN since the strategy for determining the number of retained singular triplets requires input from the modeler, which is likely to result in suboptimal truncation.
The above discussion suggests that the LM approach is likely to result in better matches to observations than the GN approach. Furthermore, the LM approach should generally result in models which honor prior knowledge more closely. Therefore, we conclude that including the damping factor γ makes the LM approach more robust than and preferable to the GN approach for inverting reservoir models. The TSVD-LM method is therefore adopted here instead of using a TSVD-GN method.
The LM damping parameter γ can be chosen to have a large value at early iterations and gradually reduced at subsequent iterations to improve the model resolution. Algorithm 1 outlines the TSVD-LM method used here. It is based on the same sequential way of varying γ as Shirangi [2014] and Shirangi and Emerick [2016] . If a candidate model update m temp = m + δm results in a lower value for the objective function, then we set m = m temp and move to the next iteration with γ = γ/10. Otherwise the damping factor is increased according to γ = max(10γ, 100). The factor is increased to at least 100 when a model update fails in an attempt to reduce the number of forward simulations, since a small value of γ will not have much of an impact on the denominator in (14). A good initial γ is problem specific and selecting a damping factor that is too large can lead to slow convergence. Here we use an initial γ = 10 6 as suggested by Shirangi [2014] and Shirangi and Emerick [2016] .
The sequential method adopted here for varying γ was chosen for its simplicity. However, because it is sequential this approach can result in slow progress if the proposed LM damping factors lead to multiple unsuccessful model updates or small reductions in the objective function. Another approach, not used here, is to find simultaneously in parallel model updates and corresponding model outputs for multiple damping factors [Doherty, 2016; Lin et al., 2016] which may reduce computational time and improve convergence performance. The TSVD-LM method, like the method proposed by Lin et al. [2016] , is well suited to this parallel approach since no additional adjoint or direct solves are needed when γ is varied during a LM iteration. However, straightforward CG or LSQR implementations result in additional adjoint and direct solves for every γ.
TSVD of the Dimensionless Sensitivity Matrix
Truncated SVD Using Lanczos Method
For finding the TSVD of S D Shirangi [2014] ; Shirangi and Emerick [2016] ; Reynolds [2010, 2011] applied Lanczos iteration [Golub and Van Loan, 2013; Vogel and Wade, 1994] . Algorithm 2 outlines a basic Lanczos algorithm based on the one given by Vogel and Wade [1994] for finding a TSVD of a matrix. Vogel and Wade [1994] applied Lanczos iteration to find an approximate solution to an example linear inverse problem.
Algorithm 2 Lanczos Method for TSVD INPUT:
Matrix A ∈ R n r ×n c , integer p > 0 and convergence tolerance ε sv . RETURNS: Approximate rank-p SVD, U p Λ p V T p , of A. 1: Generate unit vector q 1 ∈ R n c . 2: Compute y = Aq 1 ; α 1 = y ; p 1 = y/α 1 . 3: Define Q j = q 1 , . . . , q j and P j = p 1 , . . . , p j . 4: Set j = 1 , converged = False and λ j i = 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. 5: while (not converged) do 6:
Reorthogonalize: w = w − Q j Q j T w . 8:
Reorthogonalize: y = y − P j P j T y .
11:
Evaluate the SVD ofT j+1 =ŨΛ j+1Ṽ T and truncate. 
The main cost involved in finding the TSVD of S D using the Lanczos approach is from the matrix vector multiplications in lines 2, 6 and 9 of Algorithm 2. For evaluating S D q j we begin by findingq = Lq j followed by evaluatingq = Sq, which can be found efficiently using the direct method. Finally, S D q j = Γ −1/2 dq . When calculating S T D p j we first findp = Γ −T /2 d p j followed byp = S Tp , which is found efficiently using the adjoint method, and then S T D p j = L Tp . The adjoint and direct methods for finding S T and S times vectors are outlined in Appendices A and B.
To approximate the first p singular triplets of S D the Lanczos procedure can be halted when the number of Lanczos iterations j exceed or equal p and [Vogel and Wade, 1994] . To achieve the desired precision (15) requires p + n Lanczos iterations. Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] and Shirangi [2011] reported that n varied between 3 and 8 when using ε sv = 10 −6 or 10 −5 for their problems. The Lanczos procedure requires a series of p + n + 1 direct and p + n adjoint solves, which becomes costly when retaining a large number of singular triplets.
For reducing the computational cost of the TSVD method Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] suggested using a small number of singular triplets p at early iterations and gradually increasing p as the inversion proceeds. This can for instance be achieved by increasing p between iterations by some fixed integer. Algorithm 2 is presented for this case where p can be given as input.
Another approach introduced by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] and subsequently used by Shirangi [2014] ; Shirangi and Emerick [2016] ; Tavakoli and Reynolds [2011] is to truncate based on the ratio of the largest singular value to the retained singular values. Then the truncation p can be chosen as the smallest value such that [Shirangi, 2014; Shirangi and Emerick, 2016; Tavakoli and Reynolds, 2011] and sv-cut can be gradually decreased between LM iterations to include more singular triplets.
As p is increased and γ is lowered during the inversion higher frequency components are gradually allowed greater influence on model updates to introduce finer spatial details in the model which may be required for a good match to observations. The results of Shirangi [2014] ; Shirangi and Emerick [2016] ; Reynolds [2010, 2011] indicate that regulating the retained number of singular triplets by lowering sv-cut is a sound procedure.
Truncation control using sv-cut is convenient when using the Lanczos method since approximate singular values can be evaluated at every Lanczos iteration. A check can then be made at each Lanczos iteration to see whether (16) and (15) are fulfilled.
However, the sv-cut approach is not used for the randomized TSVD methods because the randomized methods considered in the present study are non-iterative. Instead, when using randomized methods we gradually increase the number of retained singular triplets p by a fixed value between LM iterations. The suitability of this strategy is investigated in section 6.2 by comparing it with the sv-cut approach.
Randomized TSVD Methods
A drawback of the Lanczos approach is that it necessitates at least p computationally expensive iterations. Each iteration requires one direct solve and one adjoint solve. Evaluating the TSVD of S D by this serial Lanczos approach is therefore very time-consuming.
Randomized methods are a promising alternative for estimating the rank-p approximation of S D since they are parallelizable. Variants of the randomized approach are discussed below.
Randomized 2-View Method
Algorithm 3 provides an elementary randomized method for evaluating an approximate TSVD of a matrix [Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016] . Some sources call this algorithm the basic randomized SVD algorithm [Gu, 2015; Martinsson, 2016] . Here the algorithm is called the randomized 2-view method since it only requires viewing or accessing the matrix of interest twice, once when forming the sample matrix Y in line 2 and a second time for creating the small matrix B T in line 4.
Algorithm 3 Randomized 2-view method for TSVD
Y ∈ R n r ×(p+l) 3: Find an orthonormal matrix Q ∈ R n r ×(p+l) , using QR factorization, such that Y = QR. The first three steps in Algorithm 3 find an approximate range of the matrix A by finding the action of A on a random sampling matrix. Here the elements of the random sampling matrix are drawn from a standard Gaussian distribution, though other choices can be made [Halko et al., 2011b; Szlam et al., 2014; Tropp et al., 2016] . The oversampling parameter l determines the number of extra columns for the random matrix. The robustness of the method improves as l is increased. Here we use l = 10 as it often works well [Martinsson, 2016] .
Algorithm 3 can be applied to S D or its transpose, depending on the dimensions of S D , to estimate the TSVD. For reservoir simulations the main computational expense is from steps 2 and 4 which require evaluating S D and S T D times thin matrices. The 2-view method requires the action of S D and S T D on the columns of the matrices Ω or Q. These matrix products can be found using p + l direct solves and p + l adjoint solves.
The total number of adjoint and direct solves is nearly the same as the Lanczos approach when l = n. However, unlike for the Lanczos method, the p + l direct solves are essentially independent of each other, and likewise for the p + l adjoint solves. This produces the possibility of greatly speeding up the low-rank approximation of S D by solving all the p + l direct problems simultaneously in parallel and similarly for the adjoint problems.
Evaluating S D times a matrix H with p + l columns proceeds similarly to evaluating S D times a vector. Here we first evaluateH = LH and then evaluate SH, which can be found using the direct method (see Appendix A), and then
Here most of the computational savings are related to the evaluation of matrix-matrix products SH. Nevertheless, extra savings are made since L and Γ −1/2 d acting upon matrices with p + l columns can be evaluated more efficiently than those matrices L and Γ −1/2 d multiplied with more than p vectors individually in sequence when using Lanczos iteration.
H , where H is a matrix with p + l columns, proceeds similarly to finding S T D times a vector with S T times Γ −T /2 d H evaluated using the adjoint method (see Appendix B).
As shown in Appendices A and B, S times an N m × (p + l) matrix and S T times an N d × (p + l) matrix lead to linear problems with p + l right-hand sides at every time level of the direct or adjoint methods. We can take advantage of this structure and use linear solvers designed for efficient solution of linear problems with multiple right-hand sides.
Computational time can be reduced by applying parallel solvers to solve (A.3), (A.5), (A.6) and (B.1-B.3). Another option for smaller problems, where an LU factorization is possible, is to reduce the cost of solving each right-hand side by applying direct linear solvers and re-using LU factors.
Further benefits are that the information contained in the matrices A k , G k and C k (see Appendix A) is only required once for each time level when finding SH with the direct method and likewise when finding S T H with the adjoint method. This is unlike the Lanczos approach which requires regenerating A k , G k and C k or their actions on vectors over 2p times for every time level.
For the problems we have tested, steps 2 and 4 in Algorithm 3 are by far the most computationally expensive since they are related to the expensive reservoir simulation. The cost of generating the random Gaussian matrix, the orthonormalization and taking the full SVD of the matrix B T was negligible in comparison. However, for very large problems taking the full SVD of B T can become costly. Voronin and Martinsson [2015] suggested improvements to the basic 2-view method for this situation.
Randomized methods work especially well for low-rank approximation of matrices which have rapidly decaying singular spectra. Sensitivity matrices of many inverse problems correspond to this situation since the problems are commonly ill-posed [Bui-Thanh et al., 2012; Vogel and Wade, 1993] . For cases where the singular spectrum decays slowly the accuracy of randomized methods can be improved by increasing the oversampling parameter l. If that fails for reasonably small l, then power iteration can for example be applied to improve the randomized approximation of the range of S D or S T D [Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016] . However, the application of power iteration necessitates accessing S D more often (twice for every power iteration), which negates some of the possible computational savings that can be made by applying randomized methods. Power iteration or other ways of making randomized methods more robust by increasing the number of matrix views are not considered here.
Randomized 1-View Method
When applying the 2-view method, the adjoint simulations cannot be run at the same time as the direct simulations. This is because the randomized 2-view method requires accessing the matrix of interest twice. Randomized 1-view algorithms have been developed which aim to speed up low-rank approximation of large matrices by only using one matrix access [Halko et al., 2011b; Martinsson, 2016; Tropp et al., 2016; Woolfe et al., 2008] .
Here we use the 1-view approach proposed by Tropp et al. [2016] . Algorithm 4 presents a 1-view randomized method for estimating a TSVD based on the work of Tropp et al. [2016] . Lines 1 to 3 are from the randomized sketch Algorithm 1 in Tropp et al. [2016] . Lines 4 to 6 are from Algorithm 4 in Tropp et al. [2016] . The last steps are taken from Algorithm 5 in Tropp et al. [2016] . The building blocks of the 1-view method are very similar to those of the 2-view method.
Applying the 1-view Algorithm 4 to estimating a rank-p SVD of S D requires the same number of adjoint and direct solves as the 2-view method if the oversampling parameters are Algorithm 4 Randomized 1-view method for TSVD INPUT: Matrix A ∈ R n r ×n c (n r ≥ n c ), integers p > 0 and l 2 ≥ l 1 ≥ 0. RETURNS: Approximate rank-p SVD, U p Λ p V T p , of A. 1: Generate Gaussian random matrices Ω ∈ R n c ×(p+l 1 ) and Ψ ∈ R (p+l 2 )×n r . 2: Optional orthogonalization: Ω = orth(Ω) and Ψ T = orth(Ψ T ).
3: Form the matrices Y = AΩ and
Find an orthonormal matrix Q ∈ R n r ×(p+l 1 ) , using QR factorization, such that Y = QR. 5: Using QR factorization find matricesQ ∈ R (p+l 2 )×(p+l 1 ) andR ∈ R (p+l 1 )×(p+l 1 ) such that ΨQ = QR. 6: Find X ∈ R (p+l 1 )×n c such thatRX =Q T Z or X =R −1QT Z. 7: Calculate the SVD of the relatively small matrix X =Û p+l 1 Λ p+l 1 V T p+l 1 and truncate.
8: Form the matrix U p = QÛ p . chosen as l 2 = l 1 = l (not advised). However, unlike the 2-view approach, the adjoint solves can be run at the same time as the direct ones, see line 3 in Algorithm 4 and Fig. 1 .
By using a 1-view method, assuming no communication overhead and ideal parallelizability we can in theory attain similar computational speed per iteration as the BFGS method, which uses one adjoint solve to evaluate the gradient, while at the same time maintaining a convergence rate similar to standard LM. The drawback of a faster SVD approximation afforded by the 1-view method is however that it is less accurate than the 2-view approach due to the additional approximations that are made to allow for a single access approach [Tropp et al., 2016] .
Note that choosing l 2 = l 1 is not advised as Algorithm 4 is especially fragile for this choice [Tropp et al., 2016] . Here we chose l 1 = l = 10, for a simpler comparison with the 2-view method, and l 2 = 20, for robustness. However, for future implementations we may consider varying l 1 and l 2 adaptively based on suggestions and theoretical considerations given in Tropp et al. [2016] . Vogel and Wade [1994] presented a block-based subspace iteration method, which has very similar attributes to the randomized 2-view method, for evaluating a TSVD of a matrix (see Algorithm 5 in Appendix C). They presented the subspace iteration method as an alternative to the Lanczos approach for TSVD-based inversion.
Subspace Iteration Method of Vogel and Wade
The subspace algorithm proposed by Vogel and Wade [1994] is an adaptation of subspace methods used for eigendecomposition. Their subspace algorithm, like the randomized TSVD methods, involves computing the action of an input matrix and its transpose with thin matrices. Vogel and Wade [1994] recognized that this block characteristic of the subspace iteration method can be advantageous for truncated inversion using parallel architectures. Their subspace algorithm includes iteration to improve TSVD estimates.
Appendix C elaborates on the similarities between the subspace iteration and the randomized methods. There it is shown that a modern randomized TSVD method can be obtained by making minor changes to the subspace iteration method of Vogel and Wade [1994] .
Like the randomized TSVD methods presented above, Vogel and Wade [1994] used randomized matrices to initialize the subspace iteration method for their test problems. Randomized matrices have good theoretical properties and work well in practice [Halko et al., 2011b; Tropp et al., 2016] . But some other initialization matrix can also be chosen if there is reason to believe that the subspace spanned by its column vectors aligns well with the principal right-singular vectors of the target matrix whose TSVD is sought.
The initialization matrix can for instance be generated by re-using the subspace spanned by the approximate right-singular vectors of a matrix closely related to the target one [Vogel and Wade, 1994] . Vogel and Wade [1993] and Vogel and Wade [1994] suggested that subspace re-use may be applicable when seeking TSVD approximations of the sequence of sensitivity matrices which arise during LM iteration. Vogel and Wade [1993] found that subspace re-use can be beneficial for inversion using a truncated LM method. Vogel and Wade [1993] reported finding LM updates based on a truncated eigendecomposition of the GN normal matrix found using subspace iteration. They reported that one subspace iteration was often enough when using the approximate eigendecomposition from the previous LM iteration to initialize their subspace method for the following LM iteration.
The subspace iteration method as presented by Vogel and Wade [1994] requires at least one more matrix access than the 2-view Algorithm 3. The subspace iteration method is therefore not applied here. However, motivated by the subspace ideas presented in Vogel and Wade [1993] and Vogel and Wade [1994] the next section looks at re-using the subspaces spanned by the right-and left-singular vectors estimated at previous LM iterations to improve the TSVD-LM approach when applying the 1-and 2-view approaches.
Subspace Re-use
Subspace ideas can be used to improve low-rank matrix approximations using randomized methods. Gu [2015] , for instance, proposed an improved randomized method for low-rank SVD approximation which uses the subspace framework (see Algorithm 8.1 in Gu [2015] ). The first stage of his algorithm finds a low-rank SVD of the input matrix using a randomized 2-view method. The second stage of the algorithm uses the subspace spanned by the approximate right-singular vectors, found at the first stage, to initialize a power or subspace iteration method which outputs an improved low-rank approximation.
Another simpler way of improving the TSVD approximation is to use the 2-view method again at the second stage instead of the power/subspace iteration. This type of subspace reuse can likewise improve low-rank matrix approximations when using the 1-view method.
This suggests that a subspace re-use scheme like that used by Vogel and Wade [1993] might also be reasonable when running the TSVD-LM method with the 1-or 2-view approaches. That is using the singular vectors from a previous LM iteration to initialize the 2-view or 1-view methods at the following LM iteration.
Re-using the subspace spanned by the singular vectors from the previous LM iteration may work well if the sensitivity matrix does not change much between iterations. This may be the case for problems that are close to linear or at late LM iterations where the model parameter updates are small.
The results presented by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] ; Shirangi [2011 Shirangi [ , 2014 indicate that the singular spectrum of S D is reasonably stable during their inversion runs, especially at late LM iterations. We therefore speculate that the randomized methods with subspace re-use may work well for inversion of some reservoir problems. This approach may, however, prove to be ineffective for geothermal problems which are usually very nonlinear. Furthermore, subspaces from a previous LM iteration may be a bad choice for "large" model updates. Nevertheless, use of appropriate randomized oversampling may prevent failure of the subspace approach.
Based on these ideas, we developed versions of Algorithms 3 and 4 that apply subspace re-use. These variants are considered in an attempt to improve the basic randomized methods. The cost of the re-use variants remains nearly the same as the original algorithms when used within the TSVD-LM scheme. The only modifications have to do with the sampling matrices Ω and Ψ.
Running the TSVD-LM method using the randomized 2-view method with subspace re-use applies Algorithm 3 as is at the first LM iteration. For subsequent LM iterations the first p prev columns of Ω are given by the p prev approximate right-singular vectors of S D retained at the previous iteration, when the 2-view method is applied to S D . That is
where ω i denotes a random column vector. However, when applying the 2-view method to S T D , the first p prev columns of Ω are determined by the retained left-singular vectors of S D from the previous iteration. Subspace re-use may therefore reduce the number of random vectors ω i generated at a LM iteration, which is a possible benefit.
The randomized 1-view method using subspace re-use treats Ω in the same way as outlined for the 2-view method with subspace re-use and Ψ T is treated in the same way as the case of Ω applied to the input matrix A transposed.
The following sections compare the performance of the TSVD-LM method using the standard Lanczos approach with TSVD-LM run using the 1-view and 2-view methods, with and without subspace re-use.
Description of Computational Experiments
Comparison of TSVD Methods
The following computational experiments were carried out to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed randomized TSVD-LM methods. The study looks at comparing: (i) methods used to control the number of retained singular values p (increasing p linearly or varying sv-cut), (ii) the computational efficiency and convergence characteristics of inversions using randomized methods against Lanczos based inversions, (iii) the robustness of the 1-view and 2-view methods, and (iv) randomized methods with and without subspace re-use.
Item (i) is of interest since the randomized implementations increase the truncation level p linearly between LM iterations unlike the Lanczos methods tested by Shirangi [2014] ; Shirangi and Emerick [2016] ; Reynolds [2010, 2011] , which used the sv-cut approach. The suitability of the linear truncation approach is investigated in section 6.2 by comparing TSVD-LM inversions using the Lanczos method with linear and sv-cut controlled truncation. Items (ii)-(iv) are addressed in section 6.3 by comparing inversion results applying the standard Lanczos approach against the four randomized methods under consideration. Table 1 lists the attributes of the six methods compared in this study. Computational experiments were performed using a two-dimensional synthetic high enthalpy pure water reservoir model, previously constructed to test the applicability of ad- joint and direct methods to inversion of geothermal models [Bjarkason et al., 2016] . Reservoir simulations were run using AUTOUGH2 [Yeh et al., 2012] , The University of Auckland's version of TOUGH2 [Pruess, 2004; Pruess et al., 1999] . The methods described in this work were implemented using Python scripts and experiments were run on a 3.40 GHz Intel i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB RAM and 4 cores. The Numba JIT compiler was used to speed up parts of the Python code [Lam et al., 2015] .
Synthetic Truth Model
The two-dimensional synthetic vertical slice model used here covers a vertical 1.6 km by 2 km rectangular area and consists of 8, 100 blocks, see Fig. 2 . The main body of the reservoir is made up of 8, 000 equally sized 20 m×20 m×20 m blocks. The additional 100 blocks are large volume blocks at the top boundary that effectively keep it at a constant 15 • C temperature and a pressure of 101.35 kPa, while the lateral side boundaries are closed. Convection is induced in the system by a constant mass flux of 0.15 kg/s, with an enthalpy of 1, 200 kJ/kg, spread evenly over the first 100 m of the bottom boundary. A constant heat flux of 80 mW/m 2 is applied over the remainder of the bottom boundary.
The true formation permeabilities are shown in Fig. 2 . Here the task is to infer these permeabilities using synthetic data. More details can be found on the model in [Bjarkason et al., 2016] .
Synthetic Data
Synthetic observations were generated by running a natural state simulation for the true model followed by a production run. The natural state simulations use a transient approach to find the steady natural state conditions that exist prior to the production period. The true natural state temperature distribution is shown in 3(b). Natural state temperatures were recorded for every third model block intersected by the black dashed well tracks shown in Fig. 3(a) , giving 135 temperature observations. Gaussian random noise with a standard deviation of 0.5 • C was added for the final temperature observations. The production scenario lasts three years. During production, mass is extracted at constant rates from three production wells and some of the fluid is reinjected back into the system at two injection wells. Figure 3(a) shows the well tracks of the production and injection wells. Numbering the production wells in Fig. 3(a) from left to right, both Producer 1 and 2 extract 0.5 kg/s, while Producer 3 extracts 0.4 kg/s. Reinjection of 1.12 kg/s of 167.5 kJ/kg enthalpy water is divided equally between the two injection wells. The production and injection feed zones coincide with the bottom of the respective well tracks shown in Fig. 3(a) . Production history observations are production pressures and enthalpies at the feed zones of the three production wells. Taking measurements every three months at all production wells gave 36 pressure observations and 36 enthalpy observations. Gaussian noise was also added to the production data, using standard deviations of 0.1 bar and 10 kJ/kg for pressures and enthalpies, respectively.
This gave a total of N d = 207 observations, which is rather small compared to the number expected for a real geothermal reservoir, but suffices for comparing the randomized methods against the Lanczos approach.
Inversion Setup
The synthetic observations were used for inverting the log-transformed horizontal and vertical permeabilities of every model block, apart from the top boundary blocks, using variants of the TSVD approaches, see Table 1 . Inversions, therefore, included 16, 000 parameters. The vector of adjustable parameters was m = [log k x,1 , . . . , log k x, N m /2 , log k z,1 , . . . , log k z, N m /2 ], where log k z,i and log k x,i are the base-ten logarithms of the vertical and horizontal permeabilities, respectively, for the ith adjustable model block. Permeabilities were allowed to vary between 10 −16 and 10 −13 m 2 . All inversions began with all adjustable parameters set equal to m pr = −14.
The inversions used a regularization scheme similar to that used by Shirangi [2011] for investigating the use of the TSVD-LM method of Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] for nonGaussian parameter fields. The regularization scheme used here was designed to give preference to models with spatially smooth permeability valeus, and locally similar horizontal and vertical permeabilities. The regularization matrix is chosen here as R = W T W where
is a discrete representation of the first derivative operator and N conadj is the number of connections between adjustable model blocks. For connection number c connecting blocks i and j we have
2) = −1 which suggests that the horizontal and vertical permeabilities should be similar. The identity term in (18) is included to ensure that R is positive definite so we can apply Cholesky factorization.
The matrix L is defined such that R −1 = LL T , however, to avoid inverting R we find the Cholesky factorization of R = L −T L −1 and store L −1 instead of L. Assuming no modeling errors apart from those introduced by the observation noise, then sensible models can be expected to result in observation mismatch terms with [Oliver et al., 2008; Tarantola, 2005] 
with the expectation value of
can be written as
Experiments showed that a regularization weight µ = 2.5 usually resulted in Φ d (m) ≈ N d for the present problem. To simplify the comparison of the various TSVD-LM methods all results presented here used a fixed regularization weight µ = 2.5.
Results of Computational Experiments
The TSVD-LM method was used to solve the inverse problem described in the previous section. Inversions were run using the Lanczos method as well as the randomized 1-and 2-view methods. All methods used the direct linear solver SuperLU to solve the adjoint and direct equations to estimate the TSVD of S D . To compare the methods, inversions were halted after 30 LM iterations, unless stated otherwise. Figure 4 shows for the initial parameter guess the actual singular spectrum of S D (found by forming the full matrix S D using the adjoint method) and estimates of the 50 largest singular values using the Lanczos (ε sv = 10 −5 ), the 1-view (l 1 = 10 and l 2 = 20), and the 2-view (l = 10) methods. As expected the results show that the 1-view method is less accurate than the 2-view method. The singular spectrum shows an initial rapid decay of singular values but flattens out for smaller singular indices. The relative flatness of the spectrum results in inaccurate estimates of the small singular values using the randomized methods. The Lanczos method is a lot more accurate than the randomized methods.
Singular Spectrum of Dimensionless Sensitivity Matrix
Truncation Control
Linearly Adjusted Truncation Compared with sv-cut Approach
Inversion was initially performed using the Lanczos method, with a convergence tolerance ε sv = 10 −5 . The computational cost was reduced by gradually increasing the number of retained singular values p between successive LM iterations, increasing p linearly or controlling p using sv-cut.
The linear approach used p = 1 at the first LM iteration and increased p by two between LM iterations. Like Shirangi [2014] and Shirangi and Emerick [2016] the sv-cut approach used sv-cut = 0.5 for the first LM iteration and sv-cut was halved between LM iterations. In all cases p was not allowed to exceed 50, which is a similar maximum value to that used by Shirangi [2014] and Shirangi and Emerick [2016] .
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) compare the convergence performance of the linear truncation and sv-cut approaches in terms of the normalized observation mismatch and the model mismatch. The linear approach resulted in a final observation mismatch Φ d = 210 and the sv-cut approach resulted in a slightly worse match with Φ d = 230. Both matches comply with the bounds given in (19). The results in Fig. 5(b) show that the sv-cut approach resulted in a rougher model with a larger model mismatch term. Figure 6 (a) depicts the number of retained singular values p for the two Lanczos inversion approaches. The sv-cut approach resulted in a near step-like increase of p. The initial slow increase of p resulted in an initially slow decrease of the observation mismatch, see Fig.  5(a) . The rapid increase in p midway through the inversion resulted in a sudden rapid decrease in the objective function. The rapid increase in p when applying the sv-cut method is because of the gradual flattening of the singular spectrum. This rapid increase in the number of retained singular values may have contributed to the increased model roughness found using the sv-cut approach.
The objective function can be lowered more rapidly when using the linear truncation control method by increasing p by a larger value between LM iterations. This can be seen in When experimenting with the TSVD-LM method, we generally found that slower increases in both the number of retained singular values p and the LM damping factor γ helps to reduce model roughness, which is consistent with the discussion in section 3.2.
The above results and discussion indicate that the linear truncation control approach is just as effective as the sv-cut approach. Therefore, it appears to be just as effective to use the linear truncation approach rather than sv-cut when applying the randomized TSVD-LM methods to the present problem.
Reducing Cost by Increasing the Lanczos Convergence Tolerance
For this problem we found that using a low Lanczos convergence tolerance ε sv resulted in a large number of excess Lanczos iterations n. Figure 6 (b) shows that at initial iterations when p was small the number of excess iterations were below 10 which agrees with values reported by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] and Shirangi [2011] . However, at late iterations the excess Lanczos iterations could be more than 20, slowing the inversion down.
We found that a more forgiving convergence tolerance of ε sv = 10 −1 substantially reduced the number of excess iterations, see Fig. 6(b) , and therefore also the computational burden. The larger tolerance did not degrade the performance of the inversion process as shown in Fig. 5 . When using ε sv = 10 −1 the number of excess iterations were consistent throughout with those reported by Tavakoli and Reynolds [2010] and Shirangi [2011] .
Randomized vs Lanczos
Convergence Comparison
Inversions were also carried out using the randomized 2-view and 1-view methods, with and without subspace re-use. When applying the randomized methods the number of retained singular values p was at first regulated in the same linear way that worked well for the Lanczos method with p increased by two between LM iterations. Inversions were run 20 times for each randomized method listed in Table 1 . For all following results the randomized methods used oversampling parameters l = l 1 = 10 and l 2 = 20, and p was allowed a maximum value of 50.
The normalized observation mismatches and model mismatches as a function of LM iteration found using the randomized methods are compared against the Lanczos method (with ε sv = 10 −5 and p increased linearly by two) in Fig. 7 . The convergence properties of the randomized 2-view methods are very similar to the ones found using the Lanczos approach. However, the convergence of the 1-view approaches appear on average to be slightly slower, based on the LM iteration count, than the convergence of the Lanczos and 2-view approaches. Additional oversampling could improve the 1-view approach, but with the drawback of increasing the computational burden. Table 2 gives more details of the final objective function values and mismatch terms found using the randomized methods as well as the Lanczos methods with tolerances ε sv = 10 −5 and ε sv = 10 −1 . The results show that the randomized methods gave similar model mismatch terms as those found using the Lanczos methods.
The final values show that the 2-view method without subspace re-use gave very similar observation and model mismatches to the Lanczos runs, with the average 2-view run not using subspace re-use coinciding well with the values found using Lanczos iteration. The 2-view method applying subspace re-use and the 1-view methods, on the other hand, gave on average somewhat worse matches. The subspace variants generally performed worse than the methods not using subspace re-use. It should be noted that the randomized methods became even more consistent with the Lanczos approach when the LM damping factor γ was lowered less aggressively, an expected result since a larger γ suppresses the influence of small singular values which are evaluated less accurately.
The subspace re-use approaches gave the worst performance for the presented test case. Note that since the parameters outnumber the observations the 2-view method (Algorithm 3) uses S T D as the input matrix and the subspace re-use is performed in the observation space. This is unlike Vogel and Wade [1993] who applied the subspace re-use in the model parameter space.
We also tried modifying Algorithm 3 to instead use S D as input for the present inverse problem. However, using the modified Algorithm 3 to run the 2-view method with and without subspace re-use did not result in significantly different results to those presented here. Running the modified 2-view re-use method 20 times gave an average objective function value of about 495, which is better than using subspace re-use in the observation space but worse than the 2-view method without subspace re-use. Table 3 compares computational time needed to run inversions and the main computational expenses for the inversion runs presented in Table 2 and Fig. 7 . The inversions using randomized methods were an order of magnitude faster than those using the Lanczos approach. Relaxing the Lanczos convergence tolerance ε sv helps to speed up the Lanczos runs, but the improvement is not close to that found using the randomized methods.
Time Spent on Inversions
The randomized methods are faster since the adjoint and direct linear problems at every time level (see Appendices A and B) are solved with one call to the SuperLU solver, which forms one LU factorization and re-uses the factorization for the multiple right-hand sides.
Running 30 LM iterations was usually faster using the 1-view approach than the 2-view approach since the adjoint and direct solves were run in parallel when applying the 1-view approach. The 1-view method did not result in substantial speed-up since the cost of inversions running the random methods were largely dominated by the cost of the nonlinear forward simulations and the 1-view method used additional oversampling. a ε sv = 10 −5 ; b ε sv = 10 −1 ; c with subspace re-use.
The total number of nonlinear simulations were fairly similar for all methods. Compared to the Lanczos method, in some cases the randomized methods resulted in fewer simulations and in some instances required an increased number of simulations. The total number of adjoint and direct runs was also similar for all methods. Figure 9 compares the history-matched pressure and enthalpy profiles found using the Lanczos method with those obtained using the 1-view method with subspace re-use. The 1-view method with subspace re-use gave the worst observation matches and was the only method to give an observation mismatch term outside the expected bounds (19). The most noticeable difference between the methods is in the matched enthalpies for the high enthalpy Producer 1. Note that the oscillations that can be seen in the enthalpy matches for Producer 1 are probably due to numerical limitations of the model in handling flow of two-phase water in the reservoir. These oscillations make the inversion more challenging.
Estimated Parameters and Observation Matches
Inversion runs with the Lanczos method and the randomized methods not using subspace re-use gave good and very similar matches to the natural-state temperature observations. The methods applying subspace re-use tended to give slightly worse temperature matches though most of the matches were good.
Increasing Truncation Faster
Additional inversions were run to look at the effects of increasing the number of singular values more rapidly when running the randomized TSVD-LM variants. Figure 10 compares the convergence behavior of the four randomized methods against the Lanczos method when increasing the number of retained singular values by five between iterations. The four randomized TSVD-LM methods were run 20 times and up to 25 LM iterations to generate the results shown in Fig. 10 . The results can be compared with those in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d).
The results in Fig. 10 again show that the convergence behavior of the inversions using the randomized methods is similar to inversions using the Lanczos method. However, there is greater variation in the model matches found using the randomized methods for this case compared to those shown in Fig. 7 .
The increased variation is probably due to the rapid increase in the number of singular values, which increases the influence of the less accurately estimated singular triplets. This issue may be remedied by increasing the randomized oversampling and/or by considering the role of the number of retained singular values p, the LM damping factor γ and the regularization weight µ in regularizing the inverse problem. 
Conclusions
The present study looked at applying randomized methods to improve the computational efficiency of inverting reservoir models using a modified LM approach based on the TSVD of a dimensionless sensitivity matrix. Randomized TSVD methods have not previously been applied to speeding up LM-based inversion of reservoir models. Previous methods have instead applied the iterative Lanczos method to find an approximate TSVD.
As discussed in this work the non-iterative nature of basic randomized TSVD methods allows for higher performance computing compared to classical iterative methods. Solution procedures which use randomized low-rank matrix approximation methods allow for simultaneous solution of the adjoint and direct problems used to form the TSVD of the dimensionless sensitivity matrix.
Using a randomized 2-view method all the adjoint simulations can be run in parallel and likewise for the direct runs. Alternatively, the low-rank SVD approximation can be formed more efficiently by applying a random 1-view method, which enables solving all the adjoint problems concurrently with all the direct problems. This is in stark contrast to applying the standard Lanczos method which is inherently a serial process and therefore requires solving individual adjoint and direct problems one after the other.
The proposed randomized methods were compared against the Lanczos approach for inverting permeability values of a simple, vertical slice, geothermal reservoir model. The randomized methods appear very promising as they resulted in an order of magnitude reduction in the computational time spent on running inversions compared with inversions using Lanczos iteration. Both the 1-view and 2-view methods converged to models with parameters and observation matches comparable with those found using the Lanczos approach.
The 1-view method is especially appealing since a TSVD can in principle be evaluated in close to half the time needed by the 2-view method. However, the 2-view method may be preferable to the faster 1-view approach for certain problems, since the former can give better matches because of its superior accuracy.
An alternative strategy could be to use the 1-view method for early LM iterations. A switch can then be made to a more accurate method, such as the 2-view one, at later stages of the inversion where the 1-view method can struggle.
The study also looked at improving the 1-and 2-view methods by re-using the subspace spanned by the singular vectors from previous LM iterations to initialize subsequent TSVD approximations. However, the randomized methods applying subspace re-use performed worse than the randomized methods without subspace re-use. The slightly simpler 1-and 2-view methods which do not apply subspace re-use are therefore preferable and merit further consideration for speeding up model inversion using the LM methodology.
Though the presented inversion approaches were demonstrated on a geothermal reservoir problem, the methodology can also be applied to related problems such as inversion of groundwater and petroleum reservoir models.
A: S times a matrix H
Here we use TOUGH2 [Pruess, 2004; Pruess et al., 1999] as the reservoir simulator. Simulation of a geothermal system under production involves solving a natural state to find initial conditions for the production period. The discrete natural-state equations can be written as f st (u st , m) = 0 , (A.1) where u st are the primary variables for the natural state (e.g., pressures and temperatures). Due to the nonlinearity of the natural-state problem (A.1) is solved using transient continuation. The production period that follows requires solving
for every simulation time-step ∆t k where k is the time-step index and u holds the primary variables. The first production time-step is initialized with u 0 = u st (m).
The direct or forward method [Oliver et al., 2008; Rodrigues, 2006] can be used to find S times a matrix H ∈ R N m ×s . H is a column vector (s = 1) when running the Lanczos method. However, when applying randomized methods s > 1 usually. For instance, s = p + l when using the randomized 2-view method.
Here we use the direct method based on Oliver et al. [2008] , Rodrigues [2006] and the work presented in Bjarkason et al. [2016] on applying adjoint and direct methods to geothermal simulations using TOUGH2. With the direct method we begin by solving for the natural state For the following production period we begin by solving for the first production timestep (k = 1)
to find X 1 where
For the time-steps that follow (k > 1) we solve
to obtain X k . Note that the dimensions of the linear problems in (A.5) and (A.6) are the same as (A.3). With equations (A.3), (A.5) and (A.6) for all k > 1 solved we find A.8) where N pr t is the number of production simulation time-steps and
(A.9)
B: S T times a matrix H
The adjoint method [Oliver et al., 2008; Rodrigues, 2006] can be applied to estimate S T times a matrix H ∈ R N d ×s . Like the direct method, the adjoint method requires solving linear problems at every simulation time-level. However, unlike the direct method the adjoint method tracks back in time.
Using the adjoint method (see Bjarkason et al. [2016] ; Oliver et al. After solving the above, the product of the transposed sensitivity matrix and the matrix H is found according to Find the QR factors ofĈ:Ĉ =QR.
7:
Evaluate the SVD ofR:R =PΛŴ T .
8:
V j =QP.
9:
U j = AV j . times a matrix and A T times a matrix, just as the 1-and 2-view methods. The orthonormal initialization matrix V 0 corresponds to the matrix Ω in the 1-and 2-view methods.
According to Vogel and Wade [1994] Λ contains estimates of the p largest singular values of the input matrix A, U j contains approximate left-singular vectors and V j contains approximate right-singular vectors. However,Λ actually contains estimates of the squares of the largest singular values on its diagonal, that is Λ p ≈Λ 1/2 . Furthermore, the columns of U j are not necessarily orthonormal as presented in Algorithm 5, but this can be fixed with additional post-processing.
After a few iterations the left-singular vectors can be approximated by U p ≈ U jΛ −1/2 . However, taking U p as the left-singular vectors of U j , is a more accurate option.
Interestingly, a modern randomized 2-view method suggested by Voronin and Martinsson [2015] can be obtained by making minor changes to Algorithm 5, assuming only one subspace iteration. The minor changes that need to be made to Algorithm 5 are to orthonormalize the matrix U j in line 2, replace U j = AV j on line 9 with U j = orth(U j−1 )Ŵ and introduce some oversampling. The resulting algorithm is given by Algorithm 6. The difference between Algorithms 3 and 6 is only in the way they use the matrix B T . Voronin and Martinsson [2015] . INPUT: Matrix A ∈ R n r ×n c (n r ≥ n c ), integers p > 0 and l ≥ 0. RETURNS: Approximate rank-p SVD, U p Λ p V T p , of A. 1: Generate a Gaussian random matrix Ω ∈ R n c ×(p+l) . 2: Form the matrix Y = AΩ.
Algorithm 6 Randomized Algorithm 2 in
Y ∈ R n r ×(p+l) 3: Find an orthonormal matrix Q ∈ R n r ×(p+l) , using QR factorization, such that Y = QR. 4: Evaluate the matrix B T = A T Q.
B ∈ R (p+l)×n c 5: QR factorization, such that B T =QR.
Q ∈ R n c ×(p+l) ,R ∈ R (p+l)×(p+l)
6: Calculate the SVD of the relatively small matrixR =V p+l Λ p+lÛ T p+l and truncate. 7: Form the matrices U p = QÛ p and V p =QV p . ment for funding this work through grant C05X1306. The first author was also kindly supported by Landsbankinn and an AUEA Braithwaite-Thompson Graduate Research Award.
